Super!

the Singer Selection of Notions & Trims

Everything you need for sewing is at a Singer Center near you.

Basics—like patterns, pins, thread, scissors, tape measures, buttons, zippers. Fun things—like rickrack, tassels, braid, laces, sequins. And you'll find many trims color-coordinated with the fabrics at SINGER, so you have no matching problems.

SINGER gives you so many special sewing helps. The unique SINGER® Dress Form—matches you, curve for curve. The SINGER Sewing Library of instruction books and SINGER® Showcase magazine—sure guides in sewing up fashion. Famous SINGER sewing courses, taught at many Singer Centers. And, of course, the courteous, expert help you get from all the salespeople at your Singer Center.

What's new for tomorrow is at SINGER today!*